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It’s been more than 200 episodes since I last spoke with Matt Giovanisci, and he’s been 

a busy guy. 

Back in 2014 we talked about his authority site SwimUniversity.com and how he was 

growing the site through SEO. 

http://www.sidehustlenation.com/279
https://www.sidehustlenation.com/build-monetize-authority-site/
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Since then he’s started RoastyCoffee.com, all about how to brew the world’s best 

coffee, Moneylab.co, his personal site detailing his online experiments and 

entrepreneurship exploits, and most recently Matt started BrewCabin.com, a site all 

about home brewing. 

I invited Matt back on the show because he has a unique take on SEO. He uses tactics 

other SEO’s typically shy away from, yet he is able to build these sites and grow their 

traffic numbers at an accelerated rate. 

How Matt Does Keyword Research 

“When I first started I didn’t really do that much keyword research,” Matt said. You can 

find success if you’re willing to publish good content frequently without keyword 

research like Matt did with SwimUniversity, but it takes a lot longer to bring in organic 

traffic this way. 

Matt does keyword research for all his sites now and has seen much quicker results. 

Matt uses what he calls, “Competitive research” as his main method. 

To do this he uses Ahrefs, which is an SEO tool similar to Moz or SEMRush. With 

Ahrefs you can find out all the keywords a competitor site is ranking for, the number of 

searches these keywords get in Google, and how competitive they are. 

When starting BrewCabin for example, Matt found 10-20 competitor sites and pulled up 

all the keywords they were ranking for in Ahrefs. He found the keyword “Yeast starter” 

doing this, he wrote one of this first articles around this keyword which he says he 

wouldn’t otherwise have thought of. 

Matt goes after keywords that have at least 1000 searches per month. 

Why Matt Targets High Competition Keywords 

What separates Matt from a lot of other SEO’s and how they do keyword research is 

that he doesn’t just go after the low competition longtail keywords. 

Matt finds it more motivating to target competitive keywords with larger traffic potential 

and sets his sights on producing the best content out there for a keyword and capturing 

some of the larger pool of traffic. 

He used the keyword “French press” as an example. This is a highly competitive 

keyword with 50k searches a month, and instead of finding a longtail variant he says he 

would target this keyword. 

Matt says would write an epic piece of content around this keyword and although he 

wouldn’t hit the number one spot on Google, he knows he’ll naturally rank for plenty of 

longtail terms. 

Matt said you have to look at it this way, “Yeah there is a lot of competition out there, I’m 

going to be better than them. You have to go in with that mindset.” 

https://www.roastycoffee.com/
https://www.moneylab.co/
https://www.brewcabin.com/
https://ahrefs.com/
https://moz.com/
https://www.semrush.com/


It’s Google’s job to find and serve up the best content out there. If you’re producing the 

best content for a search query, Google will find it Matt says. You don’t have to build 

links or market the piece of content for it to be noticed. Matt says he’s never built links to 

his sites, he always lets the content do the work. 

How to Write Epic Content That Ranks Fast 

When Matt launched BrewCabin he used these methods to find the keyword, “Brew 

kettle.” It’s a competitive keyword, but it has a lot of potential for affiliate and 

sponsorship income, so Matt decided to write an epic piece of content on brew kettles. 

He started off by searching the keyword in an incognito browser and opening up the first 

20 results. He looked at the headlines to see what people are searching for and 

browsed comments on popular posts to find specific questions people are asking. 

He sat with his writer and kept adding relevant sections as they wrote up their piece on 

brew kettles. They found so many ideas they ended up with 6000 words of content and 

trimmed it down to 3500 after cutting out all the fluff. 

Within a month the article was ranked #1 for “Best brew kettles,” and keep climbing the 

ranks for other longtail keywords. It’s attracting links and social shares naturally, the on-

page metrics are good, visitors are engaging with the content, and it’s making some 

affiliate revenue. 

You can see Matt’s brew kettle article here. 

Hiring Writers and Editors 

Matt used to find freelance writers in Facebook groups. He would give three writers a 

title for an article, pay them $50 each to write it up, and pick the best one. 

Now he has a team of three writers headed up by an editor-in-chief. Matt says it’s vitally 

important that your editor-in-chief is very good, and he had a unique way of finding his 

that’s worked out really well for him. 

Matt said it was about, “Finding somebody with the same exact taste as me, and not 

about how good their writing was.” 

He did this by asking applicants to do 3 things: 

• Send him 3 YouTube videos they think are funny. 

• Send him the best piece of content they have ever seen online. 

• Look at an article he has written (he didn’t really write it) and tell him what is 

wrong with it. 

Matt asked these things to see if they had the same sense of humor as him, and same 

view on what epic content is. He also wanted to see how honest they would be about 

the article he asked them to look at. 

https://www.brewcabin.com/brew-kettle/


The person he hired was able to write in his sense of humor, shared his values for epic 

content, and was brutally honest pointing out everything that was wrong with the article. 

Best On-Page SEO Practices 

Matt recommends using the Yoast SEO Plugin for WordPress. This plugin has check 

boxes at the end of each post and flags up any potential SEO issues to help keep your 

on-page SEO tight. 

He said making sure your keyword is in your H1 title tag and writing a good meta 

description is two of the most important things to remember before hitting publish. 

A good meta description will increase your click-through rates, which in turn improves 

your metrics and strengths your SEO. Add some relevant internal links too, this will 

lower your bounce rate which is another positive ranking factor. 

Matt also said that if you number your headings this increases your chance of being 

featured in the feature snippet at the top of the search results. 

If you want to check your on-page SEO you can run a site audit with Ahrefs or 

SEMRush and you’ll get a report highlighting any issues. 

 

Matt’s #1 Tip for Side Hustle Nation: 

“Spend more time on content, less on promotion.” 

More Info: 

• https://moneylab.co/ 
• http://www.sidehustlenation.com/279 

 
Until next time! 

-Nick 
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